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GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF PROLONGATION FUNCTORS 
JOSEF JANY§KA, Brno 
(Received November 4, 1983) 
In the present paper we shall study geometrical properties of prolongation functors, 
Kolaf [5]. Prolongation functors generalize lifting functors ( = natural bundles) 
in the sense of Nijenhuis [9]. The properties of the natural bundles have been 
described by Epstein [1], Epstein, Thurston [2], Krupka [7, 8], Palais, Terng [10], 
Salvioli [11], Terng [12] and others. We shall describe some geometrical properties 
of the prolongation functors which generalize the known properties of the lifting 
functors. 
All objects and maps are in the category C00. 
1. Let Jt be the category of all manifolds and maps. Let ^ be a subcategory 
of Jt such that every inclusion U c M, where M e On Jt is any manifold and U 
is any open subset of M, is an element of Horn <€. Let 3FJI be the category of all 
fibre manifolds and all fibre manifold morphisms and let B: 3FM -> Jt be the base 
functor. 
Definition 1. A prolongation functor on <€ is a covariant functor F from the 
category <€ into the category $FJt such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
i) (the prolongation condition) B o F = id^; 
ii) (the regularity condition) if f: M x P -> N is a smooth map such that 
/ ( - , z) e Horn % for all z e P and all M, N e Ob <g, then a map Ff: FM x P -> FN 
defined by Ff(-, z) = F(/( —, Z)) is also smooth; 
iii) (the localization condition) for any open subset U c M, FU = pM
l(U) is 
fulfilled, pM: FM -> M is the projection, and the inclusion iFU: FU -> FM is the 
prolongation of the inclusion iv:U -> M, i.e. Fiv = iFU. 
A prolongation functor on the whole category Jt will be called briefly a prolonga-
tion functor. If <6 is the category Jtm of all m-dimensional manifolds and their 
embeddings, we shall call a prolongation functor on Jtm a lifting functor (in dimen-
sion m). If F is a lifting functor then the quadruple (FM, pM, F, M) is a natural 
bundle in the sense of Nijenhuis [9]. For lifting functors the prolongation property 
implies the regularity property, [2]. In the case when a prolongation functors has 
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values in the category 1^38 of all vector bundles and all vector bundle morphisms, 
then the prolongation property implies the regularity property, [ l ] . 
Definition 2. A prolongation functor F on ^ will be said to be of order r if for 
every f,ge Horn (6, f,g:M -> N, fxf = fxg implies Ff | FXM = Fg | FXM, where 
FXM = PMX(X) is the fibre over xeM. 
We remark that the order of any lifting functor is finite, [10]. 
Examples . 1. The tangent functor Twhich associates the tangent bundle TM -> M 
to a manifold M and the tangent map Tf: TM -> TN to a map / : M -> N is a pro-
longation functor of order one. 
2. The functor Tk of fc
r-velocities which associates the fibre bundle T[M = J0(R
k, M) 
to a manifold M and the map Tkf: TkM -> T[N, Tkf(j0(p) = j0(f o (p), to a map 
/ : M -> N is an r-th order prolongation functor. 
3. The r-th order frame bundle functor Hr which associates the fibre principal 
bundle HrM = inv J0(R
m, M), m = dim M, to a manifold M and the map Hrf: 
HrM -> HrM, Hrf(j0(p) = j0(f o (p), to a diffeomorphism / : M -> M is a lifting 
functor of order r. 
From Definition 2 we obtain that every r-jet Ae JX(M,N)Z defines a map FA: 
FXM -> FZN by FA(y) = (Ff) (y), y e FXM, A = fxf. U Be J
r
2(N, P)p, then the 
composition of jets yields B o A e JX(M, P)p and we obtain 
F(B o A) « (FB) o (FA) 
where the right hand side is the composition of maps FA and FB. 
It is known, [2], that FRm is diffeomorphic with Rm x Sm, where Sm = (FR
m)0 = 
= F0jR
m is the fibre over the origin in Rm. This diffeomorphism is given by u = 
= (Ftx) (s), where u e FR
m, pRm(u) = x and s e Sm. tx denotes the translation y h-> 
h-> y -f x. Then we have 
Lemma 1. FM is a local trivial fibre manifold with the standard fibre Sm. 
Proof. If (U, q>) is a local chart on M Then we have a sequence of diffeomorphisms 
q> X id* Ftp"1 
U x Sm -H R
m
 x Sm -> FR
m ——> FU 
and the composed map of U x Sm into FU is also a diffeomorphism, QED. 
If U cz M is a coordinate chart with coordinates (xf) and V a Sm is a coordinate 
chart with coordinates (>>p), then from the diffeomorphism U x Sm & FU we obtain 
local fibre coordinates (xl, yp) on U x V c FM, which we shall call adapted co-
ordinates. 
Let .4 e Jr(M, N) and ^ e FM be such that a(A) = pM(y), where a: J
r(M, IV) -> M 
is the source projection. Then FA(j>) e FN and pN(FA(y)) = j5(A), where 




where e is Whitney's sum over M with respect to the projections a and pM. 
Theorem 1. The associated map (1) is smooth. 
•Proof. In the first step we shall prove Theorem 1 in the special case M = Rm, 
N = Rn. We note that L(m, n) = Jr0(R
m, R%. In the coordinates (x{) on Rm and (z*) 
on Rn, any A e E(m, n) is given by the coefficients of Taylor's series 
(2) z" = a*xl + - a'ux'x* + . . . + - < i l r x
i l . . . x'v. 
For Sm = F0-R
m and x = 0, y = 0 the associated map (1) is in the form 
(3) Lr(m, n)x Sm-+Sn, w = cp(A, s) = FA(s) , 
s e Sm, w e Sn, A = fof,f(0) = 0. For any A e L(m, n) Taylor's series (2) is a smooth 
map ^: E(m, n) x Rm -> IT. From the regularity condition for the prolongation 
functor F we obtain a smooth map ffy: E(m, n) x F/?m -> F-R" and its restriction 
to Sm is (3), hence the map (3) is smooth. 
Now, let x e l T a n d yeRn be arbitrary points. We can identify Jr(Rm,Rn) with 
Rn x Lr(m, n) x Rm by the rule B = fxf « (y, A, x), where J3 e J
r
x(R
m, Rn)y, A = 
= fofyy1 ofotx)e U(m, n) and tx is the translation M H U + X . We have the iden-
tification Rm x Sm& FR




can be identified with jx(ty 0 g 0 tx
l), g(0) = 0, and every element u e FRm can be 
identified with (Ftx) (s), pRm(u) = x, for some s e Sm. Then 
FB(U) = F(r, o * o t;1) ((Ftx) (,)) = (Fg ((FA) (s)) = (y, <^i, s)) , 
where .4 = f0g e E(m, n). Hence FRmRn is in the form 
(4) (B, u) -> (>>, tf.4, ( F ^ , , ) («))) = ( F g ( M ( F r ; *,,,.,) («))) , 
which is smooth because Ffy, FA nad Ft~R
l
m(u) are smooth. 
Suppose that local coordinate charts (U, cp) on M and (V, ^) on N are such that 
FMAJ\U^ V) ® F C /) c FV- w i t h a n y Het ^ e Jr(M, N), OL(A) e U, p(A) e V, we 
associate a jet from Jr(Rm, Rn), 
This map is a diffeomorphism 6: Jr(U, V) -* Jr(Rm, Rn). We have a sequence of maps 
0~l ® Ftp'1 , Fuv Fy/ 
Jr(Rm,Rn) e FRm > Jr(U, V) e FU—^ FV—-> Ftf" . 
0"1 e Ftp"1 and F\p are smooth and FRmRn is a composed map which is also smooth. 
Hence Fu>v = FMN | J
r(U, V) © Ft/ is smooth, QED. 
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Let (yp) be local coordinates on S m and. (w
A) local coordinates on Sn. Then (3) has 
the coordinate form 
w I _ ,Л(„* q>
x(aï,...,aïl„Лr,y
p). 
If (x', yp) are local fibre coordinates on FM and (zx, wx) are local fibre coordinates 
on FN. Then FMN has the coordinate form 
(5) wx = <Px(xl, z*,a',..., al„.ir, y
p) 
and Ff: z" = fx(x') 
w
x = <Px(x<r(x>)d-rt*i *_JZ!W_ yp\ 
Equations (5) are called the equations of the prolongation functor F. If (xl, yp) and 
(za, wA) are adapted coordinates, then (4) implies that <PX = cpk and the equations of 
a prolongation functor in the adapted coordinates do not depend o n x e M and 
zeN. 
Example. 4. For local coordinates (xl) on M and (yp) on N, (xl, dxl = £l) are 
the adapted coordinates on TM and (yp, dyp = r\p) are the adapted coordinates 
on TN. Then the associated map TMN: J\M, N) © TM -> TN has the form 
TM,M> {) = f| e IW, * = IJ' = flff for' ^ = (af) e J^M, N), « = (£<) e TM and 
7f: TM -> TN is given by yp = fp(xf), 
2. Let Lm <= L
r(m, m) be the r-th order differential group in a dimension m. Let F 
be a lifting functor of order r. Then (3) defines the map 
(6) <pm: Um x Sm -> Sm , (A, s) ;-> FA(s), 
A E Lm, s E Sm. For any two elements A, B E Lm we obtain cpm(B, q>m(A, s)) = 
= FB(FA(s)) = F(B o A) (s) = cpm(B o .4, s) and (pm(j£ idRm, s) = F idHm(s) = s. 
Hence (6) is a left action of the group Um on Sm. 
If M is an m-dimensional manifold, then HrM = inv J0(Rm, M) is the principal 
fibre bundle with the structure group Um and the base M, which is called the holonomic 
r-th order frame bundle. With any element u E HrM, u = j0f, we associate a dif-
feomorphism Fu: Sm -> FXM which is the restriction of Ff: FR
m -* FM to 5m = 
= F0R
m, x = f(0). For any A e Lm and s e Sm we have Fw(s) = Fw((FA o FA"
J) (s)) = 
= F(u o A) ((FA"1) (s)) and hence we have the equivalence 
( M ,s )^( M o A , (FA"
1 ) (s) ) . 
Hence FM is the fibre manifold associated with HrM with the standard fibre Sm and 
the action (6) of Lm on Sm. 
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On the other hand, it is known, [8], [lO], that if S is a left Lm-space, then the rule 
which with any m-dimensional manifold M associates the associated manifold 
FM := (HrM, S) and with any diffeomorphism/e Horn Jlm, f: M -+M, associates 
the morphism of fibre manifolds Ff: FM -> FM given by F/ : = (Hrf, id5): (H
rM, S)-> 
-> (HrM, S), is a lifting functor of order r. 
Consider the category &&m(G) (of all principal fibre bundles with the structure 
group G and m-dimensional bases and morphisms of such principal fibre bundles 
over diffeomorphisms). Then for any left G-space S we can define a covariant functor 
S: &&JG) -> ^Jim(S, G) (into the category of all associated fibre manifolds with 
m-dimensional bases, the standard fibre S and the structure group G and morphisms 
of such fibre manifolds over diffeomorphisms) given by S(P) = (P, S) and S(cp) = 
= (cp, ids), P e Ob 0>&m(G), <p e Horn 0>@m(G). Then we can summarize:-
Proposition 1. Any lifting functor F: Mm -> 2FJi of order r has values in the 
subcategory 3FMm{Sm, Lm), Sm = F0R
m, and F = Smo H
r. On the other hand, for 
any left Lm-space S the composed functor S 0 W is a lifting functor of order r. 
Now, we shall prove an analogous description for an r-th order prolongation 
functor. Let us define the category Lr. Ob Lr is the set of natural numbers 1, 2 , . . . . 
Horn E(m, n) = E(m, n) = J0(R
m, Rn)0 and composition in E is given by the 
composition of jets. 
If F: Ji -> ^Ji is an r-th order prolongation functor, we shall denote Sf = 
= [S1, S2,. • .} , S( = F0R
l. The action X of the category E on Sf is defined as a system 
of maps 
Xm>n: E(m, n) x Sm -> Sn 
which satisfy 
(7) XmtP(B oA,s) = XntP(B, Xmin(A, s)) 
for all A e L(m, n), B e E(n, p), s e Sm. The map (3) defines such an action with 
Xmn(A, s) = FA(s). Hence we associate an action of the category L
r on Sf with an 
r-th order prolongation functor F. 
Now, consider a sequence of manifolds Sf = \SX, S2,...} and an action X of the 
category E on Sf. With any m-dimensional manifold M we can associate a fiber 
manifold FM = (HrM, Sm). The equivalence on (H
rM, Sm) is given by 
(8) (u,s)~(uoA,Xmtm(A-
l,s)), 
where u e WM, A e Um, s e Sm. If / : M -> N and/(x) = y, we define Ff: FM -> FN 
by 
(9) Ff(u,s) = (v,Xmtn(v-
1oAoU,s)), 
where u e HrxM, v e H
r
yN, A e J
r
x(M, N)y. It is easy to see that Ff is correct. From (8) 
and (9) we can deduce F(g of) = (Fa) o (Ff) for all f:M-+N, g:N -+ P, and 
F(^M) = idfM. Then F is an r-th order prolongation functor and we have proved 
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Theorem 2. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of r-th order 
prolongation functors and the set of actions of the category Lr. 
3. Let F, G be two r-th order lifting functors and S = F0R
m
9 R = G0R
m. We have 
the left action X of the group Lm on S and the left action \i of Lm on R given by (6). 
Consider a natural transformation # of F into G. Then for any diffeomorphism 
/ : M -> M we have Gfo<PM = <PMo Ff and rewriting it for M = M = R
m, f(0) = 0, 
using restriction to the fibres over the origin and notation <PRm | S = cpm, (Ff | 5) (s) = 
= Fi4(s) = Xm(A, s), (Gf | K) (r) = Gi4(r) = /im(-4, r), _4 = /0f, s e S, reR, we 
obtain 
(pm(Xm(A, s)) = /zm(A, pm(s)) . 
Hence <pm = #£„, | S is an Lm-equivariant map of the Lm-space S into the Lm-space R. 
On the other hand, consider a left Lm-space S (or 1?) and an Lm-equivariant map 
cp: S -+ R. According to Proposition 1 we have an r-th order lifting functor F (or G), 
FM = (H'M, S) (or GM = (HrM, R)), Ff = (Hrf, ids) (or Gf = (H
rf, id*)) for all 
M e Ob Jfm,fe HorpJtm. Then for any manifold M e Ob Mm we define&M: FM -> 
-> GM by 
# M : = ( i d ^ M J ^ ) . 
It is easy to prove that such 4>M define a natural transformation of F into G. 
Thus we have proved a result known from [7], [12]: 
Proposition 2. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of natural 
transformations of two r-th order lifting functors and the set of Um-equivariant 
maps of the standard fibres determined by these lifting functors. 
Now, we describe analogous properties of natural transformations of r-th order 
prolongation functors. Consider two r-th order prolongation functors F and G. 
A natural transformation 0 of F into G is called projectable if <PM: FM -> GM is 
a base-preserving morphism for all M e Ob Jt. We shall consider only projectable 
natural transformations. 
Consider an action X of the category C on Sf = {Si9 S2,...} and an action \L 
of IT on &t = {Rl9 R2,...}. A sequence of maps (p^. S( -> Rt which satisfy 
(10) <r\(Am,„(-4, s)) = fimtn(A9 q>m(s)) 
for all s e Sm, Ae L(m9 n) will be called a covariant map of the action X into the 
action p.. 
For any morphism f: M -+ N and a natural transformation of F into G we have the 







If M = Rm, N = Rn, f(0) = 0, then using restriction to the fibres Sm = F0R
m, 
Rm = G0R
m, we have (Gf | Rm) o (<-V | Sm) = (**» | Sw) o (Ff | Sm) and from the 
definition of FA and GA, A = jof, using the notation (pm = <PRm | 5m we have 
(11) GA o cpm = cpn o FA . 
(3) defines the action A (or JI) of Lr on ^ = {F0R
l, F0R
2, ...} (or ^ = 
= {G0R\G0R
2,...}) by Am>n(A, s) = FA(s) (or /im,„(A, r) = GA(r)) for all Ae 
G B(m, n), s e Sm (or r e Km). Then rewritting (11) we have (10), which means that 
<Pm = $R™ I ̂ m defines a covariant map of X into JI. 
On the other hand, consider an action X (or //) of the category Lr on a system 
ĉ 7 = [Sl9 S2,...} (or ^ = {K l5.R2,...}). According to Theorem 2 we have the 
r-th order prolongation functor F (or G) given by the action X (or \i). Consider a co-
variant map cp of X into ^ given by a sequence of maps ^tv St -> .R,- satisfying (10). 
Then with any M e Ob Jt we asociate a morphism <PM: FM -> GM defined by 
<PM: (H'M, Sm) -> (H
rM, Rm) , (PM : = (idflrM, cpm), 
m = dim M. Then it is easy to prove that <PM defines a natural transformation <P 
of the functor F into the functor G. 
Thus we have proved 
Theorem 3. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of natural trans-
formations of two r-th order prolongation functors and the set of covariant maps of 
actions of II given by these prolongation functors. 
4. Let 7r: y-> X be a fibre manifold, f: X -> X is a map. Denote by f !ythe induced 
fibre manifold over X, i.e. flY = {(x, y)eX x Y, f(x) = n(y)}. Then we have the 
canonical morphism of fibre manifolds fY:f
lY-+ Y over r given by fY(x, y) = 
= y e YfG). The restriction of fY to the fibre over x is a diffeomorphism. If g: X -> X 
is another map we have the well-known identity (fog)1 Y = g]f]Y. 
Consider two fibre manifolds n^: Y^ -> X, n2: Y2 -> X with the same base and 
a base-preserving morphism cp: Yt -> Y2. Let f:X -> X be a map. Then we define 
the induced morphism of fibre manifolds fl(p.flYi-+f
lY2 by the rule (x, y)i-> 
i-> (x, <p(y)), where Tu^y) = f(x). Then 
(12) fr2of
l(p = q>ofYl. 
Now, we describe some properties of prolongation cofunctors, [3]. 
Definition 3. A prolongation cofunctor F: M -> FM is a rule transforming any 
manifold M into a fibre manifold pM: FM -> M and any map f: M -> N into 




F idM = idfM for all M and F(g of) = FfQf
lFg 
for allf:M->Nandg:N-> P. 
A prolongation cofunctor is said to be of order r ifj^f = fxg implies Ff | (f
lFN)x = 
= Fg | (f'FN)x. 
For any r-jet A e JX(M, N)y, A = fxf, we can define a map FA: FyN -> FXM by 
(13) FA^Ff0(fFN\(fFN)x)-
1. 
U Be Jry(N, P)z, B = fyg, we have 
Lemma 2. F(B „ A) = FA0 FB. 
Proof. From (13) we obtain 
F(B o A) = Ffa(fFg) „ ( / , .„ | (/'a'-EP),)"
1 o (<7fJ> | (fl 'rP),)-
1 
and using (12) we have Lemma 2, QED. 
With any A e Jrx(M, N)y and q e FyN we can associate FA(q) e FXM. Hence we can 
define an associated map 
(14) FMy. FN © J
r(M, N) -> FM , 
where © is Whitney's sum with respect to the projections pN and /?. Using the same 
methods as in Theorem 1 we can prove that (14) is smooth. 
Let (i:)op denote the dual category of Lr. Denote Sf = {F0R\ F0R
2, ...}, F0R
l = 
= Sh then (14) defines an action of the category (U)
op on £f 
<Pm,n- Sn * L'(™, ") - Sm 
given by (pmjn(s, A) = FA(s), A e E(m, n), s e Sn. It is easy to see that 
(15) (pm>p(s, BoA) = <pmtn(<p„tP(s, B), A) 
for B e E(n, p), s e Sp. 
On the other hand, let q> be an action of the category (E)op on some system :S^ = 
= {St, S2> •••}• Hence we have a system of maps (p„ttn( — , A): Sn -* Sm, A e E(m, n), 
satisfying (15). Denote by (pm the left action of Um on Sm defined by (pm(A, s) = 
= (pmm(s,A~
l) and by FM = (HrM,Sm) a fibre manifold associated with H
rM 
with respect to the action (pm. The equivalence on FM is given by 
(16) (u, s) - (u o A, (pm(A-\ s)) = (w o A, (pmtm(s, A)) . 
Now, let A e Jrx(M, N)y, A = fxf, u e HXM, v e HyN, then v"
1
 0 A 0 u e U(m, n) 
and we can define the map 
FA: FyN -* FXM 
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by 
(17) FA(v, s) = (u, (pmt„(s, v~
l oAou)), 
where s e Sn. It is easy to prove that this map is correct and satisfies F(B o A) = 
= FA o FB. 
Now, we define Ff := FA ofFN:f
]FN -> FM, and from (12) we obtain 
F(gof) = Ffof]Fg 
for all B = fyg and F(idM) = idFM. The correspondence M i-> FM, (f: M -> N) h-> 
h-> (Ff:flFN -> FM) is an r-th order prolongation cofunctor. 
Thus we have proved 
Theorem 4. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of all r-th order 
prolongation cofunctors and the set of all actions of the category (U)op. 
5. In this section we shall deal with the composition of prolongation functors* 
To this end we need the concept of fibre jets defined by Kolaf [6], Let Y -> X be a fibre 
manifold and N a manifold. We say that two maps f, g: y-> N have the r-th order 
fibre contact at x e X, if fyf = fyg for all y e Yx. Such an equivalence class jxf will 
be called a fibre r-jet of Y into N. Given other fibre manifolds W -> Z and U -> V, 
and provided f: Y-> Wand g: W-* U are morphisms of fibre manifolds, then we can 
define 
Old) o U'J) = £(0 ° / ) . Z(y*) <= wz. 
Lemma 3. Let F be an r-th order prolongation functor. If f+sf = f+sg then 
JsxFf = J
s
xFg for any f,ge Horn Ji. 
Proof. From (5) we have, in adapted coordinates (xl, yp) on FM and (z*,wx) 
on FN, the following expression for Ff, Fg: 
Ff:z*=f*(x,y), w* = F* (^ ... d T f , y
p) 
\dxl dxli...dxlr J 
Fg: z* = g\x, y), w> = W ^ , . . . ** f , y>) . 
\dxl dxll...dx,r J 
fxFf = fxFg if and only if fyFf = fyFg for all y e FXM. The coordinate expression 
offyFf (or fyFg) is given by partial derivatives of Ff (or F#) with respect to x
(, yp up 
to order s and from the coordinate expression it follows that if f+sf = fx
+5g, then 
fyFf = fyFg for all y e FXM, QED. 
Theorem 5. Let F be an r-th order prolongation functor and G an s-th order 
prolongation functor. Then the composed functor GF is an (r + s)-th order pro-
longation functor. 
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Proof. It is easy to prove that GF is a prolongation functor. We shall prove that 
GF is of the (r + s)-th order. F is of order r and according to Lemma 3, f+sf = fx
+sg 
implies jxFf = jxFg for all/, g e Horn Jt,f,g:M->N.G is an s-th order prolonga­
tion functor, hence fyFf = fyFg implies G(Ff) \ GyFM = G(Fg) | GyFM for all y e 
e FM. But from fxFf = j
s
xFg we have fyFf = fyFg and hence G(Ff) \ GyFM = 
= G(Fg) | GyFM for all >> e FXM. Consequently GFf \ GFXM = GFg \ GFXM, QED. 
Example. 5. Js is an s-th order prolongation functor on 3FJI c M which as­
sociates JSY-^ y with a fibre manifold Y-+ X and Js/: J sy-> J s y over (/,/0) given 
by Jsf(fxy) = ff0(x)(f°y °/o *) with a morphism of fibre manifolds f: Y->Y over 
the diffeomorphism/0: X -> X. If F is an arbitrary r-th order lifting functor, then J
SF 
is an (r + s)-th order lifting functor. 
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